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Artists U/Baltimore brought 
together artists and organizations 
focused on professional 
development for four roundtable 
conversations. We surveyed 400 
Baltimore artists about their lives 
and their art, and we hosted a 
focus group with fourteen artists.

The goal of Next Steps was to uncover actionable findings, things we in Artists U and the 
professional development sector can use to build new programs. This was not an artist 
census or a comprehensive portrait of Baltimore artists. Our guiding question was: How will 
this help us make better decisions? Below is a summary of what we learned, and ideas for 
moving forward. The full Next Steps report is available at artistsu.org. 



PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PATHWAYS 

Professional development in Baltimore is fragmented and siloed. 
Resources are piecemeal and “one-offs.” The long-term challenge is to build integrated, relevant 
resources accessible to all Baltimore artists. 

Professional development work in Baltimore does not reach all artists. 
Half of our survey responses came from just four zip codes.

+ IDEA: Host in-person information sessions, especially in neighborhoods beyond those 
already well served. 

+ IDEA: Schedule and cross-promote existing programming.

+ IDEA: Link programming into “pathways.” An artist in a strategic planning workshop could 
be referred to a financial planning class, and then to a creative entrepreneurship 
program. 

+ IDEA: Build a 12-month city-wide professional development calendar.

+ IDEA: Hold an Artist Resource Fair, a one-day gathering of Baltimore artist resources with 
workshops, tabling, and panel discussions.

+ IDEA: Choose venues thoughtfully. Move beyond the “usual spots.”

+ IDEA: Raise up artists and leaders working in under-served communities.

TIME 

Artists want more studio time. 
Artists spend an average of 17 hours per week making art; they want to spend 29 hours per 
week, a difference of 12 hours. 

“I could have more impact and deepen my work if I had ____________.”
Two of the top three answers involve time for art: 43% chose “residencies and retreats” and 
42% chose “More hours for making art.” 

How balanced do you feel?
Tied for lowest scores were “Art time” and “Time off.”

+ IDEA: Workshops on time management with a specific eye on getting more studio time. 

+ IDEA: Create a “get your 12” campaign among artists and arts professionals to prioritize 
studio time: social media posts, stickers, and posters.

Artists want residencies, dedicated weeks in the year to focus on art. 
43% said they want dedicated weeks in the year to focus on making art. 

+ IDEA: Get the Darn Residency workshops: a three-class series focused on crafting strong 
applications to residencies that are a good fit with your practice. 

+ IDEA: More local residencies, spaces that give artists months of work space. 

+ IDEA: Need-based travel and stipend funding for artists who receive out-of-town 
residencies. 



Findings from Artists U’s Next Steps Project

Artists want administrative help. 
Every focus group artist said they would hire a studio or administrative assistant if they could.

+ IDEA: Artists Hiring Help panel discussion and workshop. Artists who have successfully 
hired in the past share stories and experiences.

+ IDEA: Meet-ups for artist managers, assistants, and administrators.
+ IDEA: A funding program, perhaps a matching program, for artists to hire help.

REACH 

Artists want audiences and opportunities nationally and internationally. 
82% of artists want more “audiences beyond Baltimore.” 

Investing time, money and capacity are key to generating opportunities beyond Baltimore. 
Artists who found opportunities invested time and money at first. Risk capital and risk tolerance 
often led to paid engagements later. 

+ IDEA: Get Out of Town panel: local artists share stories and approaches for getting beyond 
Baltimore.

+ IDEA: Funding program to cover travel, shipping, per diem, etc for out-of-town opportu-
nities.

Artists want to expand their networks within and beyond Baltimore.
Artists learn about opportunities through their networks, but many artist networks are limited, 
local, and don’t extend beyond the arts.

+ IDEA: Events to connect artists with arts organizations and non-arts partners in Baltimore. 
+ IDEA: Bring outside curators, presenters, and funders to Baltimore for artist talks and 

studio visits. 

Artists want to get better at promotion.
Artists want to build skills and networks to promote their work. Older artists especially want to 
learn about social media and online promotion. 

+ IDEA: Connect artists to existing resources and trainings on promotion.
+ IDEA:  Create artist-led workshops on promotion and social media.

DEBT 

Debt is a major challenge for Baltimore artists. 
Artist debt-to-income ratios are unsustainable: Artists reported carrying debt equal to 67% of 
their annual income.

+ IDEA: Workshops on debt management and asset building followed by one-on-ones with 
a consultant specializing in debt management. 

+ IDEA: Debt reduction matching grants for artists who complete a debt management 
workshop. 

+ IDEA: Workshops on generating income streams and building revenue. 
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